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Abstract

Visual formats have advanced beyond single-view images and videos: 3D movies are commonplace, researchers have developed multi-view navigation systems, and VR is helping to push light field cameras to mass market. However, editing tools for these media are still nascent, and even simple filtering operations like color correction or stylization are problematic: naively applying image filters per frame or per view rarely produces satisfying results due to time and space inconsistencies. Our method preserves and stabilizes filter effects while being agnostic to the inner working of the filter. It captures filter effects in the gradient domain, then uses input frame gradients as a reference to impose temporal and spatial consistency. Our least-squares formulation adds minimal overhead compared to naive data processing. Further, when filter cost is high, we introduce a filter transfer strategy that reduces the number of per-frame filtering computations by an order of magnitude, with only a small reduction in visual quality. We demonstrate our algorithm on several camera array formats including stereo videos, light fields, and wide baselines.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.3 [Computer Graphics]: Enhancement—Filtering I.2.10 [Computer Graphics]: Vision and Scene Understanding—Video analysis

1. Introduction

Capturing video with multiple cameras is an integral component of many popular applications. For example, camera array rigs record content for 3D displays, for stitched 360° video for virtual reality [PSZ∗15], for virtual-camera-based post production [FK00], and for refocusing and depth-aware processing [NLB∗05, VLD∗13].

However, one challenge lies in processing the captured footage, as many methods produce inconsistent output across frames from multiple views. Consider the large class of filtering operations—from tone mapping to color grading—which are fundamental steps in post production workflows. With naive processing, small content changes between frames can cause jarring temporal and spatial inconsistency artifacts. We address filter inconsistency and enforce spatio-temporal consistency across multiple views, with a gradient-domain optimization inspired by Bonneel et al. [BTS∗15].

A second challenge is efficient filtering. Camera arrays often produce 10–100× more video data than single-view cameras, and so any kind of filtering is expensive, both in terms of computation and memory. As an example, a 91-view sequence at 1280 × 768 resolution contains about 8GB of data per second. We present an efficient approach that reduces the cost of filtering the data by an order of magnitude, without a large reduction in quality, by skipping the filtering step on many frames completely, and instead, transferring the filter response from a small subset of input frames to the rest of
the data. Further, our approach is causal as it sequentially processes frames, and so does not need multiple passes, or even to keep multiple views or entire videos in memory. Combined, these properties reduce the computational burden and allow for of spatio-temporally consistent filtering of camera array video.

1.1. Related Work

Some techniques allow users to make consistent local edits across a few discrete views [SK02, WJYG08, YHJS12, LBPK*12], in a video [RAKRF08, BPK*13, SSML14], or in dense light fields [ZWS*16, JMG11, JMB*14, MIG14, AZJ*15]. The challenge tackled by these techniques is different from ours as the effect is essentially a painting or pasting operation: once the scene location is determined, the edit is inherently stable across views. Similarly, due to the popularity of stereo video footage, many works deal with explicitly enforcing consistency across stereo views for operations like image stabilization [LJN13], disparity mapping [LHW*10, LSS*15], hole filling [MHCP12] or object copy-and-paste [LvBK*10, LSS*15].

In contrast, we consider the class of image filter edits. Many filters are sensitive to small changes in an image, and may generate inconsistent results over time and view when applied to video from camera arrays. For instance, recent intrinsic decomposition methods for static light field images address the need for consistency across views [GEZ*16, AG16]. Unlike methods that target a specific effect for a given input format, we propose an approach that applies to a large number of image filters across different camera array setups.

One similar application is to harmonize colors across images in a collection [HSGL13]. These photographic edits can typically be modeled by a global RGB remapping. While we share a reliance on dense matching between images, we seek to address a larger class of filters including sophisticated spatially-varying transforms such as intrinsic decomposition. This requires us to develop a number of modifications to a dense matching method—in our case, PatchMatch [BSFG09]—that enable us to handle wider view separation while retaining computational efficiency.

In time, our approach is also causal, which helps it scale to light field videos.

Other techniques target flickering in videos, i.e., due to physical degradation of film stock [BZCC10, DD10, PKCK06] or poor automatic white balance [FL11]. These techniques seek to remove undesirable artifacts from degraded input video. In comparison, our input medium is clean, and we wish to apply an image filter. We seek to remove the flickering generated by the filter while still preserving its visual effect. For instance, for tone mapping, we remove the inconsistency between frames but maintain the low dynamic range. Some processing techniques have similar goals and are effective at fixing temporal instabilities [LWA*12, BTS*15], even in pixel prediction maps [DYY15]. However, they focus on single-view sequences and do not cope with view inconsistencies, e.g., when processing light fields. Our approach revisits that of Bonneel et al. to ensure spatial and temporal consistency for different camera array setups. Importantly, this allows us to introduce the notion of filter transfer to speed up the per-frame filtering.

1.2. Contributions

For camera array datasets, which includes stereo and light field images and videos, we contribute:

- A method to remove spatial and temporal inconsistencies caused by applying unstable image filters.
- An efficient least-squares formulation of this method that can be solved in linear time with respect to the number of frames in the dataset, and with a constant amount of memory that is independent of the number of views and length of the videos.
- An approximation to this method that transfers the effect of the image filter on a portion of the dataset to achieve significant speed-ups with only minor degradation of output quality.
- A set of modifications to PatchMatch that enables wide-baseline matching without quantization effects.
- An interleaved approach for producing temporally stable results for iterative NPR filters such as neural style transfer.

Our approach enables content creators to employ common image filters such as dehazing, auto color balance, stylization, and intrinsic decomposition to many camera array configurations for which these operations were previously unsuitable.

2. Spatio-temporal Consistency

We consider a dataset with several views \( \{V_i\} \), e.g., a stereo dataset has two views \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \), and a \( 5 \times 5 \) light field has 25 views. We use \( x \) to denote the position of a pixel in a view; and for dynamic sequences, e.g., a stereo video, we use \( t \) to index the frames, i.e., \( V_{it} \) is the \( i^{th} \) frame of the \( t^{th} \) view. Our algorithm takes as input an unprocessed dataset \( \{V_i\} \) and an image filter \( f \). We name \( \{P_a\} = \{ f(V_{it}) \} \) the dataset filtered frame-by-frame by \( f \). We are interested in cases where \( f \) is not stable, i.e., the filtered dataset \( \{P_a\} \) suffers from spatial and/or temporal inconsistencies. Our objective is to generate an output dataset \( \{O_t\} \) that retains the visual appearance of \( \{P_a\} \) while being spatially and temporally consistent.

Overview

We design our algorithm to handle real world datasets with large numbers of views and arbitrary video lengths. To satisfy these requirements, we design our method to only consider a small number of views and frames at any given time because manipulating many frames and views together quickly become unwieldy due to the sheer size of the data. We proceed in two main steps. First, we select an anchor view denoted by \( a \), and stabilize it. Second, we operate on the other views \( i \neq a \), processing frames one at a time in temporal order (Fig. 2). One major advantage of our algorithm is that when we treat the frame \( P_t \), we only need to consider its input counterpart \( V_{it} \), its predecessor \( V_{i(t-1)} \), and the corresponding output anchor frame \( O_{at} \), resulting in little memory overhead. We formulate our problem as a least-squares optimization that we minimize with an off-the-shelf linear solver.

2.1. Stabilizing the Anchor View

The first step of our algorithm is to select by hand an anchor view. In principle this could be any view, but as we wish to maximise potential coverage in correspondence, then this is typically the most central view in the dataset. We name \( a \) its index. \( \{V_{at}\}, \{P_{at}\}, \) and \( \{O_{at}\} \) are datasets restricted to a single view. That is, they are standard videos and we can use existing video techniques to remove any inconsistency introduced in \( \{P_{at}\} \) by the image filter. For our prototype, we use the algorithm by Bonneel et al. [BTS*15] and
its available implementation, although any other technique which removes temporal inconsistencies could be used. For completeness, we summarize this algorithm below.

Enforcing the temporal consistency of the filtered video \( \{P_a\} \) is formulated as a least-squares optimization that seeks to generate an output \( \{O_{at}\} \) with gradients similar to \( \{P_a\} \) while minimizing the color variations along the time dimension, i.e., successive frames should look the same. The formulation is causal, that is, frames are processed one by one in temporal order and the result at a given frame depends only on past results. Furthermore, the result at frame \( t > 0 \) only depends on data at frames \( t \) and \( (t - 1) \). The least-squares energy to compute \( O_{at} \) is:

\[
\arg\min_{O_{at}} \int \left\| \nabla O_{at} - \nabla P_a \right\|^2 dx + w_1(x) \left\| O_{at} - T_{at}(O_{at(t-1)}) \right\|^2 dx \quad (1a)
\]

with:

\[
w_1(x) = \lambda_4 \exp(-\alpha \left\| V_{at} - T_{at}(V_{at(t-1)}) \right\|^2) \quad (1b)
\]

where \( T_{at}(\cdot) \) is the temporal warp operator that places into correspondence the pixels at frame \( (t - 1) \) with those at \( t \), and \( \alpha \) and \( \lambda_4 \) control how strongly temporal consistency is enforced. In practice, we adapt the PatchMatch algorithm [BSFG09] (§2.2) to compute a correspondence \( T_{at} \) between the input frames \( V_{at(t-1)} \) and \( V_{at} \).

This optimization problem is known as a Screened Poisson Equation. Finding a minimizer amounts to solving a sparse linear system, which can be completed with a standard linear solver. The result is a stabilized version \( \{O_{at}\} \) of the anchor view. In the next section, we explain how we build upon this approach to process the other views.

### 2.2. Stabilizing the Secondary Views

Once we have stabilized the anchor view \( a \), we process secondary views \( i \neq a \) one by one. For each view, the process is causal and only involves data at \( t \) and \( (t - 1) \) similarly to Equation 1. The difference is the addition of a data term that relates the considered frame \( P_i \) to its corresponding stabilized anchor frame \( O_{at} \):

\[
\arg\min_{O_{at}} \int \left\| \nabla O_{at} - \nabla P_i \right\|^2 dx + w_4(x) \left\| O_{at} - T_{at}^{i}(O_{at(t-1)}) \right\|^2 dx + w_5(x) \left\| O_{at} - S_{at}(O_{at}) \right\|^2 dx \quad (2a)
\]
We use a modified version of PatchMatch to define the operators which provided insights to our final approach. Wide-baseline datasets. We begin by describing initial experiments.

\[ \lambda \text{exp}(\alpha_d(V_i, T_d(V_{i-1}))) \] (2b)

\[ \lambda \text{exp}(\alpha_s(V_i, S_d(V_{i-1}))) \] (2c)

where \( S_d(\cdot) \) is the spatial warp operator that puts in correspondence the pixels in view \( i \) with those in the anchor view \( a \), \( d(\cdot) \) denotes the quality of alignment, computed as the sum of squared pixel difference over a \( 7 \times 7 \) patch neighborhood and \( \alpha_d \) and \( \alpha_s \) are parameters that controls the influence of the view consistency term. We use a modified version of PatchMatch to define the operators \( S_d \) and \( T_d \) (§2.3). In this formulation, \( \lambda \) controls the regularization strength over time and \( \alpha \) across views, while \( \alpha_d \) and \( \alpha_s \) control the confidence we give to the computed correspondences. In practice, we use \( \lambda \in [1, 50] \), \( \alpha_d \in [0, 2, 10] \) and \( \alpha_s = \alpha_d \times 7 \times 7 \times [0, 1, 1] \). We found that increasing \( \alpha_d \) and \( \alpha_s \) resolves flickering that could occur at object boundaries due to poor correspondences. Inning temporal consistency only from the anchor view (that is, \( \lambda_i = 0 \) for \( i \neq a \) did not produce satisfactory results (see accompanying video).

Akin to Equation 1, this process is a least-squares optimization problem that amounts to solving a Screened Poisson equation. The sparsity of the system to solve is the same since the new spatial term \([O_a - S_d(O_{a+1})]^2\) only changes the data-attachment term that was already nonzero due to the temporal term. Memory use is higher since the energy function relies on 7 frames instead of 5, but this is well within the capacity of current hardware. And most importantly, the memory requirement of our approach does not dependent on the number of views and frames in a dataset, e.g., we can process arbitrarily long sequences within a fixed amount of memory.

The computational cost is also higher because we run PatchMatch twice (for \( S \) and \( T \)), but practically PatchMatch is cheap. As the process at each frame amounts to running PatchMatch at most twice and solving a linear system of the same size and sparsity that is independent of the number of views and frames, the computational complexity of processing a dataset is linear in the number of views and frames, that is: \( O(N_v N_t) \), where \( N_v \) is the number of views in a dataset and \( N_t \) is the number of frames per view.

Fourier Analysis Bonneel et al. [BTS15] used Fourier analysis to study the frequency content of the solution of Equation 1. They showed that most of the low frequencies come from the previous output frame \( O_{a-1} \) and that the processed frame \( P_a \) has more influence on the high frequencies. In the appendix, we derive a similar result for our case (Eq. 2) and show that while the high frequencies still mostly come from the processed frame \( P_a \), the low frequencies are dominated by a blend of the previous frame \( O_{a-1} \) and of the anchor frame \( O_{a+1} \), the balance between them being controlled by \( w_s \) and \( w_t \).

### 2.3. Spatio-temporal correspondences for \( T \)

An important design decision is the choice of the warp operator \( T \) in Eqs. 1 and 2. There is an extensive body of work on establishing correspondences between images. For this, our requirements are twofold: we seek a technique that is fast enough to scale to our large datasets, and that can cope with large viewpoint changes present in wide-baseline datasets. We begin by describing initial experiments which provided insights to our final approach.

Sparse correspondences can be computed by matching across wide baselines and time with features like SIFT [Lowe04], refined through motion models via RANSAC. In practice, sparse correspondences are insufficient to remove inconsistency as many filters introduce high-frequency spatial variations. For example, intrinsic decomposition creates different gradient distributions in different regions from frame to frame. Sparse correspondences can only remove low spatial frequency deviations because the spatial resolution of the correspondences does not match the flickering resolution.

Optical flow techniques are one way to provide dense per-pixel correspondences, and these commonly trade accuracy for efficiency. However, most are designed for small image changes in time and so enforce strong spatial regularization. This may be suitable for light field camera arrays, but is not suitable for wider baselines. For instance, PCA Flow [WB15] is efficient but does not produce accurate correspondences for wide-baseline camera arrays as the spatial regularization is too strong. Our supplemental materials [sup15] illustrate the artifacts produced by PCA Flow on wide-baseline sequences. Large motion optical flow techniques relax this constraint (e.g., EpicFlow [RWHS15]), but can be prohibitively slow and so do not scale to our problem.

Nearest neighbor field techniques solve for matches that are good purely in terms of patch appearance, and this allows them to find correspondences across wide-baseline views that have significant differences. PatchMatch is one efficient approach which uses random sampling; however, it can produce correspondence fields that are not geometrically meaningful or temporally consistent. In many cases, this is not a problem, particularly when the frame difference in time or view is small such that the matching patch distance is also small. However, large frame difference can lead to inconsistent ‘quantization’-style artifacts where a single source patch acts as correspondence for many target patches (Fig. 4).

![Figure 4: Incorrect correspondence effect (a,b) on regularized output (c), ‘Magician’. Row 1: The original PatchMatch algorithm occasionally produces repeated patches (a) and temporally inconsistent flow (b), leading to temporally-unstable quantization effect (c). Row 2: We handle correspondence inaccuracies in wide baselines via several alterations of the original algorithm (§2.2). This effectively reduces quantization artifacts. Row 3: With the same correspondence, controlling the diffusion process with the inter-frame distance prefers good correspondences and improves the result.](image-url)
Our solution. For these cases, we combine both approaches and constrain PatchMatch. First, we compute sparse SIFT features and use them to fit similarity motion model using RANSAC with a large error threshold (200 pixels). The resulting motion field is globally smooth but locally inaccurate because of parallax and non-rigid motion. Thus, second, we initialize PatchMatch with this motion field and perform randomized refinement. To prevent PatchMatch from moving too far from the initialization: a) we limit the search window over which the random search step in PM searches to 20 pixels, b) we explicitly enforce a bijectivity constraint on the correspondences by limiting one source patch to match at most three destination patches, to avoid one-to-many quantization artifacts, and c) we do not perform the random search step on patches with luminance standard deviation smaller than 10 (on a scale of [0, 255]), as these low-contrast correspondences are often arbitrary and erroneous. Finally, we use the PatchMatch patch appearance error—the sum of squared differences over the patch—to weight the strength of the correspondence. This is more robust than the noise-sensitive pixel-wise weights used by Bonneel et al. [BTS*15]. Figure 3 shows how each of these changes result in a flow field that is more smooth and meaningful, and also more consistent over time, which leads to visually pleasing results (Fig. 4).

2.4. Efficient Computation Reordering

For the sake of clarity, we have described the algorithm as (1) create the filtered dataset \( \{ P_i = f(V_i) \} \), (2) process the anchor view, (3) process the secondary views (Fig. 2). We can improve this scheme by reordering the operations in two ways that do not affect the result. First, we observe that \( P_i = f(V_i) \) is only needed when computing the output frame \( O_i \). Instead of applying the image filter \( f \) to the entire dataset and caching the result, it is more efficient to compute \( f(V_i) \) when we start the processing of \( P_i \) and discard it at the end of it. It does not change the result but removes the need to cache the entire \( \{ P_i \} \) dataset. Second, the computation of anchor and secondary views depends only on data at times \( (t - 1) \) and \( t \), and the secondary views depend on the anchor view but not the opposite. This allows us to interleave the processing of the anchor and secondary views so that the entire process is causal. That is, assuming that we have processed all the data up to \( (t - 1) \) for \( t > 0 \), we first compute the output anchor view \( O_{it} \) with Equation 1, and use the result to compute the output secondary views \( O_s \) for \( i \neq a \) with Equation 2. This allows us to store the data older than \( (t - 1) \) directly in a compressed format, e.g., H264 or H265. Since this data is not used in the computation anymore, the loss introduced by the compression has no impact on the output quality.

2.5. Speed-up via Filter Transfer

The approach described produces stable outputs for many datasets and filters (§3). However, applying image processing filters across multiple frames and views can be prohibitively expensive when the image filter \( f \) is costly. We propose an approximation which enables a significant speed-up to the per-frame filtering while maintaining a satisfying output. Our strategy is to filter only a subset of the frames, i.e., we compute \( f(V_{it}) \) only for some \( i \) and \( t \) values and let our regularization technique transfer the response from these frames (Fig. 5). With this strategy, we exploit the high level of redundancy between nearby frames and views to propagate the effect of the image filter \( f \) from a few filtered frames onto all the others even if they have not been filtered. In our algorithm, the anchor frames are more important because they regularize the secondary frames. Building on this observation, we filter all the anchor frames as normal, but filter only one in every \( n \) secondary frames. Because our approach is causal, we also filter the first frames of all views, i.e., we compute \( f(V_{it}) \) for all \( i \). Formally, we define the dataset \( \{ P_a \} \):

\[
P_a = \begin{cases} 
    f(V_a) & \text{if } (i = a) \text{ or } (t \text{ mod } n \equiv 0) \\
    V_n & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

Then, the algorithm is the same, i.e., we minimize Equations 1 and 2 using \( \hat{P} \) instead of \( P \). As we filter all anchor frames, Equation 1 is unchanged; only secondary view processing (Eq. 2) is affected.

The value of keeping the input frame \( V_{it} \) in place when \( i \neq a \) and \( (t \text{ mod } n \equiv 0) \) is to maintain high-frequency detail in the output. Consider replacing \( V_{it} \) with a mid-gray frame instead. Our consistency term propagates lower-frequency content, but the high frequencies are dominated by the current frame so that scene dynam-
We accelerate our algorithm by applying image filter $f$ only to a subset of the input data (a). We filter all frames at $t=0$ and all anchor frames, and $1$ in $n$ frames for the secondary views (b). We use $n = 3$ in this example. The rest of the algorithm remains the same (c,d). This significantly speeds up the process while having a limited impact on the results because our algorithm is sufficiently robust to transfer the information from the filtered frames, essentially “hallucinating” the effect of the filter. We reorder this computation to be more storage efficient by interleaving (c) and (d) to create a streaming algorithm (§2.4). Please view in color. ('Big Buck Bunny Flower': $\lambda_t = 0.1$, $\lambda_s = 0.1$.)}

ics are not lost (see Appendix). Thus, inserting a mid-gray frame would blur the result when $(i \neq a)$ and $(t \mod n \neq 0)$. Using $V_d$ as a proxy for high-frequency content relies on the fact that, for many filters, the fine gradients are not altered significantly between the input and processed videos (e.g., not flipped). This condition is also present in reverse: a filter which removes detail, and is then subset with $V_d$ as a proxy, will see detail bleed back in.

However, for many filters these conditions are maintained and the result is satisfactory. We found that speed-up factors of $5\times$ were possible while keeping a satisfying output quality. Figure 6 quantifies the output quality as we transfer more filtered frames.

3. Results

We found that our approach performs well on a broad range of image filters as shown in our experiments. First, we report run times and memory consumption, then we run experiments with a variety of filters, scenes, and camera array configurations. We encourage the reader to watch the supplemental videos [sup15].

Performance Our algorithm is efficient, and scales linearly with the number of views. In many cases, camera array sequences either have high angular and low spatial resolution, or high spatial and low angular resolution. Our algorithm scales linearly with angular resolution, and super-linearly with spatial resolution due to our multi-scale Poisson solver and PatchMatch. On a 6-core Intel Xeon 3.5 GHz, a low resolution $320 \times 240$ 15-view sequence is regularized at a rate of approximately 2.7 seconds per frame for all views, while a high resolution $1280 \times 768$ 91-view sequence takes roughly 2 minutes per frame for all views, or 1.3 seconds per image. With our unoptimized implementation, this corresponds to a throughput of 0.8 mega-pixel per second. In practice, 60% of our runtime is spent in computing the PatchMatch correspondence field and SIFT matches. Currently, for convenience, our prototype implementation holds two frames per camera in memory, along with correspondence fields and other associated data. As such, the total memory usage is $\approx 6$ GB for a $1280 \times 768$ 91-view sequence independently of the sequence length. However, in principle, it is not necessary to store more than seven frames in memory at once (§2.2) and we could optimize our implementation to further reduce its memory footprint.

Color mapping Automatic color adjustment filters are common, and so we tested both Adobe Photoshop and Premiere Pro on various multi-camera setups: light fields (‘Truck’, ‘Aquarium’), stereo
Figure 6: We evaluate the error induced by our filter transfer strategy between an anchor and a secondary view separated by either near, medium, or far distances. The secondary view intrinsic decomposition reflectance filtering has been subsampled by factors of 2, 5, 10, 20, and entirely except for its first frame. The anchor view has been either fully processed (left) or subsampled similarly to the secondary view (right). Processing the anchor view entirely improves the reconstruction quality of the secondary view. (‘Big Buck Bunny Rabbit’: $\lambda_t = 0.2, \lambda_d = 0.2$.)

Figure 7: Two examples of other filters that resulted in flickering that was corrected. (‘Juggler’: $\lambda_t = 0.2, \lambda_d = 0.2$. ‘Bangkok Chaos’: $\lambda_t = 0.01, \lambda_d = 0.01$.)

Stylization Stylization methods often perform some kind of color mapping in combination with edge highlights, which can exhibit flickering over time and space. We show a panoramic example using the watercolor filter from Adobe Photoshop applied to each frame, and then regularized. In general, filters which add new edges which are inconsistent with input edges will lead to those new edges being smoothed out during consistency enforcement (Fig. 7).

Dehazing We ran the Photoshop Dehazing filter on each frame of a stereo video, which estimates an atmospheric haze color from image statistics, and uses this to remove haze in outdoor images. In this case, small changes in this estimate led to drastic changes in the result, which we were able to make consistent (Fig. 1).

Intrinsic Decomposition Intrinsic decomposition is an essential step in reflectance or lighting editing, as well as for analyzing scene compositions. We computed a per-frame decomposition into reflectance and albedo information using Bell et al. [BBS14] (Fig. 8). This filter shows significant flickering across time and view, but our approach is able to enforce consistency across both. In Fig. 9, we show a comparison with the recent (static) light field intrinsic decomposition method of Garces et al. [GEZ*16]. Additional comparisons can be found in supplemental materials.

Non-photorealistic Rendering To help evaluate which filters are appropriate for our approach, we also consider NPR filters which create a significantly pronounced effect. As our algorithm works in the gradient domain, it implicitly assumes that the input edge structure can effectively regularize the filter. Thus, our approach is not appropriate for filters which add significant new edges to the output, e.g., Adobe Photoshop cutout filter (Fig. 12). This is because when there is a new edge in the output that is missing from the input, our approach blurs it away, producing an unsatisfying result.

videos (‘Bangkok Chaos’), and multi-view setups (‘Magician’). Common artifacts are flickering, which is often caused by bright object, such as the sun or a flame, entering the frame, and more subtle color casts which vary between views and over time as occlusions reveal unseen areas. Smoothing AutoColor parameters over video sequences can remove temporal flicker, but fails to remove color cast inconsistencies between views. In most cases, our approach is able to correct for both artifacts. However, the lack of correspondences between views in the ‘Magician’ sequence leaves some temporal inconsistencies. Similar flickering artifacts are seen with other color mapping functions such as tone mapping and contrast-preserving decoloration (color2gray), which we successfully remove.
Decomposing light field videos into albedo and reflectance information produces unstable results due to changes in content over time and view. For instance, in (b), $V_0$, the balloon string brightness changes over time; in $V_5$, the green balloon has different appearance either side of the string. Our method greatly reduces the resulting flicker, yielding a consistent result. ('Balloon': $\lambda_t = 0.2, \lambda_s = 0.02$.)

We compare our approach with that of Garces et al. [GEZ'16] which operates on static light field images. We enforce consistency across views on the albedo obtained via the method of Zhao et al. [ZTD'12]. The method of Garces et al. exhibits consistency artifacts across views, shown in red. ('Teapot': $\lambda_t = 0, \lambda_s = 1$.)

Iterative NPR filters can benefit from our regularization. We stabilize the Gatys et al. approach [GEB15]. Our process tends to average out high frequencies over time; however, integrating it into the NPR loop reintroduces high frequencies and maintains the desired style. ('Big Buck Bunny Flower': $\lambda_t = 0.1, \lambda_s = 0.1$.)

However, for iterative filters that introduce new edges, such as the popular neural style transfer [GEB15] or ‘deep dream’ effects [MOT15], we propose an iterated (filter $\rightarrow$ regularize $\rightarrow$ filter) approach to cope with this edge blurring problem. By interleaving our regularization within style transfer iterations, we are able to remove significant inconsistency at low computational cost, while retaining the desired style, as the high frequencies are added back at each iteration. We perform this iteration four times to create a stable result, as shown in the video and in Fig 10. One contemporaneous approach for temporally stable style transfer uses long-term features to track objects across motions in videos [RDB16]. While effective, this approach relies on optical flow and takes roughly 3 minutes per image pair, which would be prohibitive when scaling to large numbers of views. Further, their approach modifies the underlying formulation [GEB15], while ours is agnostic to the formulation and so applies to a class of problems.

Random Filters To demonstrate the efficacy of our filter transfer approach, we applied random color transforms to all but the anchor view of the ‘Treasure’ static light field (Fig. 11). Despite the drastic frame-to-frame differences, our approach is still able to produce a mostly consistent output. While a real world per-frame filter is unlikely to produce such extreme variations, this test shows that when the gradients are kept intact, our approach can still stabilize the views in the presence of significant instability.

Validation We evaluate our method against existing per-view approaches to produce temporally stable output [LWA'12, BTS'15], as well as to current solutions in Adobe Premiere Pro. To demonstrate the improvements in our supplemental video, we 1) express
Figure 11: Torture test: We chose a random filter effect for each view (b). The anchor frame (top left) stabilizes the remaining views. Even with vastly different appearances, our approach still creates a consistent output (c). When viewed on an automultiscopic display (d), view inconsistencies cause spatially-varying artifacts which change over views. Our approach removes them. (‘Treasure’: $\lambda_t = 0, \lambda_s = 10$.)

4. Discussion

We typically choose the anchor view to be in the middle of the camera arrays to limit the distance of the farthest view. This choice works well in our experiments and we observed that distance has only a limited impact on accuracy (Fig. 6). However, manufacturers have recently announced spherical camera arrays covering 360° and distance might become a concern with the datasets that they produce. If that is the case, extending our approach to several anchors will be an interesting direction of future work.

To propagate the information spatially, we experimented with referring to the nearest view instead of the anchor but this did not perform as well. Distant views suffered from error accumulation because they were related to the anchor through a chain of intermediate views, and temporal inconsistencies in the correspondence field were thus amplified for these views. Direct anchor attachment does not have an accumulation effect and performed better in our case, however, investigating multiple anchor views and loop closure to prevent drift is an interesting area for future work. While we experimented with a fixed subsample factor to speed up the per-frame processing, a prior video analysis would allow automatic subsample factor adjustment based on motion or content. Our work favored a solution for which no precomputation is necessary.

Parameters Only two parameters need to be changed between scenes, and these changes are generally intuitive. Scenes with wider baselines require stronger spatial regularization, and scenes with fast motion (blur) require stronger temporal regularization. Changes
We have introduced a technique that enables the application of unwhere disocclusion between views may be large. Prior information where artifacts in shadows and smooth gradients come from corre-

Standard PatchMatch introduces posterization artifacts, but by adding rigid motion initialization, limiting the search radius and number of repeated target patches, and skipping constant source patches, we effectively increase robustness and reduce artifacts. However, in hard cases, a little randomness adds robustness: in wide baseline cases, for some image regions, there is no good match between views. Retaining some of this randomness allows our approach to still find similar looking spatio-temporally stable regions for consistent filter transfer. The same rationale extends to com-

That said, some sequences can be challenging, e.g., ‘Magician’, where artifacts in shadows and smooth gradients come from corre-

Conclusion

We have introduced a technique that enables the application of unstable image filters such as dehazing, autocolor, and intrinsic decom-

in scene depth across time are regularized by the input gradients, and do not typically require parameter changes. Please see the figure captions for the parameters used.

Correspondence One might ask why we do not use depth maps or depth-aware correspondence fields [HRF13]. Relying on image-based rather than strict geometric correspondences provides flexi-

Because of the challenge of finding correspondence in general situations due to the difficulty of determining correspondences over standard PatchMatch in wide-baseline low-textured sequences, some sequences still produce artifacts due to the challenge of finding correspondence in general situations where disocclusion between views may be large. Prior information about the camera layout, or improvements in registration, will help generalize our approach.
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Appendix: Fourier Analysis

We extend the Fourier analysis of Bonneel et al. [BTS’15] to our scenario. Similarly, we study the case where $w_i$ and $w_t$ are constant. For the anchor view, the result is the same since we use their technique. Using our notation:

$$F(O_{at}) = \frac{4\pi^2 \xi^2 F(P_a) + w_t F(T_a(O_{at-1}))}{4\pi^2 \xi^2 + w_t} \quad (4)$$

where $F$ denotes the Fourier transform in the image plane and $\xi$ the associated spatial frequency. This shows that low frequencies are dominated by the previous output frame $O_{at-1}$ and the high frequencies by the current processed frame $P_a$.

We now derive a similar result for the secondary views. First, we apply the Euler-Lagrange formula to Equation 2:

$$-\Delta O_{it} + (w_i + w_t) O_{it} = -\Delta P_a + w_t T_a(O_{it-1}) + w_s S_{it}(O_{at}) \quad (5)$$

Then, we apply the Fourier transform and rearrange the terms:

$$F(O_{it}) = \frac{4\pi^2 \xi^2 F(P_a) + w_t F(T_a(O_{it-1})) + w_s F(S_{it}(O_{at}))}{4\pi^2 \xi^2 + w_t + w_s} \quad (6)$$

The high frequencies are still dominated by the current processed frame $P_a$ but the low frequencies come mostly from the previous output frame $O_{it-1}$ and from the current output anchor frame $O_{at}$, the balance between both being controlled by the weights $w_i$ and $w_t$. 
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